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Selecting TOR-SPRING™ EMI/RFI Cord Grips

• Cable Jacket’s Outer Diameter
• Braided Shield’s Outer Diameter
• Cable Entry, Opening Thread Type/Size 

(When Pre-Determined)

• Enclosure/Housing Wall Thickness
• Environmental Factors and Conditions, 

i.e., Indoor/Outdoor Use, Temperature Range, 
Presence of Chemicals, Vapors, and Gases

Selection Options
TOR-SPRING EMI/RFI Cord Grips are offered in Metric, PG and NPT Thread Types in a wide range of sizes. Metric 
and PG Type EMI/RFI Cord Grips are available with TPE or TPE-V Insert materials and body styles. NPT style EMI/RFI
Cord Grips feature TPE inserts and one standard body style. These selection options provide the capability to optimize 
an EMI/RFI Cord Grip’s configuration to suit an application’s particular design requirement.

1. Obtain the outside diameter of the Cable Jacket and 
Braided Shield from either the cable manufacturer or by 
taking measurements from the actual cable to be used.

2. Choose the Insert Material, either Thermoplastic 
Elastomer (TPE) or Thermoplastic Elastomer Cross Linked
(TPE-V) best suited for your application. Note: NPT sizes 
are only available with TPE Inserts.

3. Based upon the application’s requirements, determine the 
Cord Grip’s External Thread type, size and length needed. 
Body size, external thread length and other relevant 
dimensions for metric, PG and NPT sizes are found on 
the ordering pages. Metric and PG size EMI/RFI Cord 
Grips are available in three distinct body styles: Compact, 
Heavy Duty and Enlarged NPT EMI/RFI Cord Grips are 
offered in one body style similar to Compact but with 
longer External Thread. Metric and PG sizes accommodate
a greater range of cable and shield diameters when 
compared with NPT sizes making them the first choice 
for both US and European cabling.

4. All metric size EMI/RFI Cord Grips listed on pages 184, 
188, 192; all PG size EMI/RFI Cord Grips listed on pages 
198, 202, 206 and all NPT size Cord Grips listed on page 
212 utilize the preferred method of cable preparation 
which involves segmenting the cable jacket. (See Shielded 
cable preparation, page 182.)
a. Using the dimensional information found on the ordering

pages select the Body style which best satisfies your 
application requirements for External Thread length 
and overall body size.

b. Referring to the Cable Diameter on the ordering pages, 
find those diameter ranges that will accept the Cable 
Jacket outer diameter.

c. Next, verify that the corresponding Shield diameter 
Range will accommodate the Braided Shield outer 
diameter. If both the Cable and Shield diameters fall 
within the given ranges, select the respective Cord Grip. 

d. Should the Cable Shield diameter fall outside of the listed
Shield diameter range, it will be necessary to select a 
larger or smaller size EMI/RFI Cord Grip so that both the 
Cable and Shield diameters fall within the listed ranges.

e. If none of the Cable and Shield diameter ranges listed 
will accommodate the cable, make your TOR-SPRING
Cord Grip selection from the metric sizes listed on page 
186, 190, 194, the PG sizes listed on pages 200, 204, 
208 or the NPT sizes listed on page 214 and utilize the 
alternate cable preparation method involving stripping 
the Cable Jacket from the Cord Grip attachment point to 
the end of the cable (see Shielded cable Preparation, 
page 182).

f. From the External Thread of the selected metric or PG 
size choose the corresponding special design EMI/RFI 
Locknut from the listing found on the ordering pages or 
on pages 295-297.

Note: EMI/RFI Locknuts should never be used on shielded 
plastic enclosures/housings. Instead, specify and use 
standard Nickel Plated Brass Locknuts.

5. When an NPT size TOR-SPRING Cord Grip will be used, 
select the corresponding standard design Nickel Plated 
Brass Locknut from the listing on Page 297.
Note: When using a standard Nickel Plated Brass NPT 
Size Locknut with an NPT Size TOR-SPRING Cord Grip 
on metallic enclosures or housings, it will be necessary to 
specify and perform a secondary grinding or sanding 
operation to remove the protective finish from the metal 
surface area directly beneath the Locknut. This preparation 
will ensure that sufficient electric ground is developed 
between the Locknut and metal surface.

6. From the Mtg. Hole Dia. Column and the Cord Grip Size 
chosen, obtain the dimension of the clearance hole to be 
drilled or machined into the enclosure/housing.

7. Follow the TOR-SPRING Cord Grip installation 
instructions given on page 182.

How to Select/Specify TOR-SPRING Cord Grips
Follow these 7 easy steps to correctly select and specify EMI/RFI TOR-SPRING Cord Grips

To begin selection and specification of TOR-SPRING EMI/RFI Cord Grips, first determine and define the 
following requirements for each application:
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Note: When TOR-SPRING Cord Grips are mounted into
a threaded mounting hole, torque Cord Grip Body to the
recommended torque value (see page 326 external
thread). Follow TOR-SPRING Cord Grip installation
instructions, Steps 4-11.

High Performance TOR-SPRING™ EMI/RFI Cord Grips
Installation of TOR-SPRING EMI/RFI Cord Grips

Shielded Cable Preparation
Two optional methods of cable preparation are used when
installing TOR-SPRING EMI/RFI Cord Grips. The preferred
method of Shielded Cable preparation involves cutting and
removal of a small 10mm (0.39in.) segment of Cable Jacket
at the Cord Grip attachment point (see Figure #4). The
second method involves stripping and removing the Cable
Jacket from the Cord Grip attachment point to the end of the
Cable (see Figure #5).
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Figure 4 Segmented Cable Jacket

Figure 5 Stripped Cable Jacket

The Cable preparation method used will be determined by
the outer diameters of the Cable Jacket and Braided Shield;
and, whether it is possible for the Cable to fit through the
TOR-SPRING Cord Grip’s Tapered Rings. If the Cable
dimensions are such that the Cable will pass through the
Cord Grip, then only a segment of the Cable Jacket needs to
be removed. Conversely, if the Cable will not pass through
the Cord Grip’s Tapered Rings, the Cable Jacket must be
fully stripped from the Cord Grip attachment point to the end
of the Cable.

To determine which Cable preparation method to use:
follow the steps under How to Select/Specify TOR-SPRING
Cord Grips (see page 181).

TOR-SPRING Cord Grip Installation Instructions
(Non-threaded mounting holes)
1. Drill or machine required clearance hole into 

enclosure/housing.
2. Install TOR-SPRING Cord Grip into Mtg. Hole.
3. Secure with either special EMI/RFI Locknut or standard 

Nickel Plated Locknut and torque to recommended torque 
value (see page 326).

4. Unscrew Dome Nut remove Sealing Insert (2), Tapered 
Rings (5A) and (5B) and Toroidal Spring (6) (see #5)

5. Slide Dome Nut (1) and Sealing Insert (2) onto 
prepared Cable.

6. Install Tapered Ring (5A) with tapered side facing 
enclosure/housing over Cable’s exposed Braided Shield.

7. Install Toroidal Spring (6) over Cable’s exposed 
Braided Shield.

8. Install Tapered Ring (5B) with tapered side facing Toroidal 
Spring (6) onto Cable’s exposed Braided Shield.

9. Insert Cable with installed parts into the Cord Grip Body (3).
10. Feed Cable through Cord Grip and adjust length inside 

enclosure housing as required to reach termination point.
11. Tighten Dome Nut (1) to recommended torque value 

(see page 326).
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